
December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
Tne Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannaois collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-hcuse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
m this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wnc are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives nave been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to orovide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather tnan helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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The Honorable Bernard Parks 
the Honorable Jose huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, piease seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simDly creating a situation that feeds an already huge olack market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to oan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKS 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
20C North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Vour Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen-

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medicai marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The oider 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membershio

If you enact sensible regulations, these Older facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban med'cal cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.
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Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possiole to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
m this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a dean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicnal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to Dan medical cannaois collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simpiy creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and ounishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Vour Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Piles 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seeK their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles mignt lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible ■'egulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simpiy creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Piles 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over haif a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannaDis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, ratner than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that tnis can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who worK 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick ana dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Smcerelv,
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December 16,2031

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles Citv Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a Dan would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and sate metncd for patients to acquire their medicine , The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKs 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
2C0 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City ot Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rathei than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be mrced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for thei- membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medica1 cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick ano dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any pians to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation, caw abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already nuge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honoraole Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannaois Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if ycur in-nouse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a Dan would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these oider facilities can continue to work with their membership tc 
see that patients have the access that slate law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The HonoraDle Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
20C North Spring Street 
lgs Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Mot.ons to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentiemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, l would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, ratner than 
institute a ban. It your >n-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avaiancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens wnc are ill wouid 
be forced to seek theu medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, wnc work 
collectively tc provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership tc 
see tnat patients nave tne access tnat state law asks you to provide. It you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather than neipmg them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and nstead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

f[*(K



December 16 2011

The honorable Bernard Parks 
The honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
cos Angeles, California 90012

Rt Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - C ouncil Flies 11 1737 & 11 1737 SI

Gentlemen;

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives ana cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as tne Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a Dan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counse 
in this matter

S.mpiy instituting a ban would result in an avaianche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. 1 he City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The aider 
collectives have been around tor over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to brovide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, tnese older facilities can continue to work witn tneir membership to 
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. It you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge biack market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulat.ons

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Park.' 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
cos Angeles, California 90012

Re: Vour Motions to Ban Medicai Cannabis Collectives- Council Files U-1737 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court dec sions such as tne Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Arigeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your m-house attor neys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simpiy instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens w.no are ill would 
oe forced to seek tneu medicine on the streets. The City of Los Arigeies mignt lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum ana initiative re writes the medical mariiuana ordinance.

Tne collective system is a clean and sate method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over haif a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these oider facilities can continue to work with tneir memoersmp to 
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban ail medicai cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an aiready huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather than heipmg them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medicai cannabis facilities, ana instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

\



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of tne City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
In this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation it a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medicai marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these oider facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation chat feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
lcs Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be aone, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to prov’de safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable reguiations.

SSr;<*Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

Tne Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90C12

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

Tne Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

He: Your Motions to Ban Medicai Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 173 7 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abanaon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation, as 

a voting citizen ot tne City of los Angeies, I wuuia ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a bar If your in-house attorneys maintain tnat tms can t be done please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avaianche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets, f he City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum ano initiative re-wntes the medicai marijuana ordinance.

T ne collective system is a clean and sate method tor patients to acquire tneir medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to p: cv.de safe access to medicinal cannabis for tneir membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these Older facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an alreadv huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than heipmg them.

Please abandon any plans to oan medicai cannabis facilities, arid instead enact reasonable regulat.ons.

Sincerely,

/I

A



December 16. 2011

Tne honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honoraole Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical CannaDis Collectives - Council Files 11-173? & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen

Please aoanaon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court dec.sions such as the Pack Case, it is still possiple to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of tne City of los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonaoie regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your m-house attorneys maintain tnat this can't be none Dlease seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result >n an avalanche or litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum arid initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acqjire their medicine. The older 
collectives have iaeen around tor over naif a decade They are quiet, law aDiding entities, wno work 
collectively to pr ovide safe access to medicinal cannabis for tneir membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these oiaer facilities can continue to work with their mempership to 
see that patients nave the access that state law asks you to provide. \f you ban all medicai cannabis 
collectives you are simpiy creating a situation that feeds an already huge clack market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather than neipmg them.

Please aoandon any plans to can medicai cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



□ecerriDer 16, 2011

Tne Monoraole Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeies City Council 
200 fvortn Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medicai Cannabis Collectives - Council Hies 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please aoanaon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonaole regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-nouse attorneys maintain that this can t be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law aDiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of los Angeles might lose control or its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and sate metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have Deen around tor over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively tc provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their memoership.

If you enact sensible reguiat.ons, tnese older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannaois 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punis.nes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please aoandon any pians to ban medicai cannaois facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

C



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeies, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Flies 11 1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives ana cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City ol los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, olease seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a oan would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek tneir medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeies nvght lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide sa*e access to medicinal cannabis for tneir membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that patients nave the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge biack market, and punishes the 
sick ana dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to Jaarf iffedicai cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

r
j? ■

Sincerely, '



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to Dan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. Tney are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that parents have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simoly creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please aoandon any plans tc Dan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

/4W S>otavc^ 1V/(i



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, Californ'a 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medica' Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeies might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medica! marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying ratner than helping them.

to ban medica! cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.Please abandon any pla

Sincerely,



December 16, 2.011

The Honorable Bernard ParKS 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90C12

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your notions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of tne City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside cojnsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avaianche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives nave been around for over half a dpcade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for theii membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than heipmg them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles. California 90012

Re Vour Motions to San Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, i would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a oan would result in an avaianche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of los Angeles might lose control a* its 
legisiat'on if a voter referendum and initiative re wr.testhe medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around tor over naif a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who worK 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis tor their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these Older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge biack market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-S1

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, l wouid ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain tnat this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law ab'ding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medicai marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law aDiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medicai cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that tends an already huge biack, market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to oan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

Tne Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honoraole Jose Huizar 
Tne Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medicai Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-173 /-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abanaon your motions to ban med.cal cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of tne City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek ojtside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

Tne collective system is a ciean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The oider 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
coilectiveiy to pt ovide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these Older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide it you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, ana punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any pians to ban medical cannabis facilit.es, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

Tne Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avaianche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a ciean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet law adding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any pians to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



Decemoer 16, 2011

Ihe Honoraole Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles C\ty Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a vGtmg citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a Dan If your in-nouse attorneys maintain tnat this can't be done, please seeK outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law aDiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannadis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, tnese older facilities can continue to work with their memDership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please aDandon any plans to ban medical cannaDis facilities, and instead enact reasonaoie regulations.

Sincerely,

j/<0mu1'*^



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90C12

Re: Your Motions xo Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I wouid ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rat her than 
institute a pan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control ot ts 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over naif a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who worK 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have tne access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ail medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban med.cal cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

*(i (aA



December 16, 2011

The honoraole Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose huizar 
The los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies. California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please aDanoon your motions to Dan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonaole regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-nGUse attorneys maintain tnat this can't De done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law aD.ding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek tneir medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

Tne collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law aoiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide sa<e access to medicinal cannaDis for their membership.

if you enact sensiDle regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memDership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather tnan helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

S /cerel
n

!



December 16, 201.1

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The cos Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, Callfornfe 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Fiies 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Piease abandon your motions to ban medical cannaois collectives and cooperatives

Despite i ecent court decisions such as the Pack Case it is still possible to write meanmgtul legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a Dan. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a oan would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law aDiding citizens wno are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medicai marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a ciean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who wcrK 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannaois for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients nave the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ali medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge Dlack market, and punishes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, ana instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,
\

•)
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December 16, 2011

The honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives ana cooperatives.

Despite recent cojrt decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possiDie to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a Dan. If your in-nouse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a Dan would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if s voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these oider facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than heiping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

I

L



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
I he Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90C12

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, i would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a oan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that tms can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a Dan wouid result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek tneir medicine on the streets. The City of los Angeles m.ght lose controi of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medicai marijuana ordinance

Tne collective system is a clean and sate metnod tor patients to acquire tneir medicine. The older 
coHectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these Older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Smcereiy,



December 16, 2011

Thu Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose rluizar 
The Los Angeles Gty Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies. California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-nouse attorneys maintain tnat this can't be done, please seeK outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a can would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding dozens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medicai marijuana ordmance.

Tne collective system is a clean and sate metnod tor patients to acquire tneir medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who worK 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and Dunishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medicai cannabis facilities, ana mstead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

/
f



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles. California 90C12

Re: Vour Motions to Ban Medical Canriaois Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as tne Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, olease seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne or litigation. Law aDiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek tneir medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles mignt lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

Tne collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over naif a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively tc provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick ana dying ratner than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

f]
§\~



December 16, 2011

Tne Honoraole Bernard Parks 
The Honorable jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law aoiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a dean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a aecade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already nuge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKs 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives,

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I wojld ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The cider 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and Dunishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
Ofvi/HE:
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December 16, 2031

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to Dan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as tne Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter,

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be torced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, tnese older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state iaw asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medicai cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

U »Uf • (Ac* vlM 
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
Tne Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1/37 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around tor over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If yoj enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
A

NIC#



December 16, 2011

The Honoraole Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Vour Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
-n this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche cf litigation. Law aDiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

nsTolrn^necftc^l cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulationsPlease abandon

1
Siicerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles. California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite receni court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of cos Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the meaical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to brovide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honoraole Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannaois Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannaois collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of l.os Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you tc provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon ar.y plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
m this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medicai marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a dean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The oider 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who worK 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work witn their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medicai cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90C12

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a Pan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City cf Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively tc provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access tnat state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannaois 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abanaon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

V1 ft yv ) Syw\<r



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannaois Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-51

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your m-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avaiancne of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medicai cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any pians to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

since rely,

“Thnofky HcLCf'i S



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKS 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles. California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannaois collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizer of the City of Los Angeles, I wouid ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result In an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively tc provide safe access to medicnal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensiDle regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannaois 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernarc Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
2(JO North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. It your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Ar.geles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

Tne collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

!\



December 16, 2C11

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannaois 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon ar.y plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
t> JfooA (ofixSkt-xJA
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Pams 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles Citv Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law ab-ding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible reguiations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

i v^iLw-prrj
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The coiiective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying ratner than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Vour Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulat’ons, rather than 
institute a Dan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around foi ovc' half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks yoj to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black marKet, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 No-th Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re; Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Piles 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizer of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avaianche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to worK with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply cheating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying r ather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives ana cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an aiready huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regular.ons.

Sincerely,

& .



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable lose Huizar 
The Los Angeles Citv Counci1 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re; Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen-

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a Dan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would -esult in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an aiready huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-nouse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation it a voter referendum 3nd initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis tor their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, tnese older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any clans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Par<s 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum ana initiative re-writes the medicai marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16,2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Lcs Angeles City Council 
2C0 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives — Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, rt is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, > would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you tc provide, if yo j ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

/Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Fiies 11-1737 & 11-1737-51

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives nave been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
1

/



December 16,2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

P.e: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Desoite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house atto'neys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work witn their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to Dan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jcse Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles. California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives —Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is z clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to oan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislat'on. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ail medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis faciiities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

V

7



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Counc1! 
200 North Spring Street 
Lcs Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-51

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

'ixoiscrf) id/iJu
hCUYXA Car-YU"



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-51

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions sucn as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen cf the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outsice counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting 3 ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The oider 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any pians to ban medica1 cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely, n cJ
^)vac •JiAX^-r

u



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ili would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership tc 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already nuge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership tc 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannaois facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles Oty Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Be: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives — Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such ss the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avaianche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced tc seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the med'cai marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to aceuire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade, they are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge bfack market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

Lil



Decemberl6, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
20C North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

fte: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannab*s Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still poss;b!e to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
mstitute a ban. If your in-hcuse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result m an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. Tne City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acauire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation tnat feeds an already huge black market, and punishes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-51

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16,2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives —Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rathe' than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are Hi would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership-

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ail medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Lcs Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-S1

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

l



December 16, 2011

The honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles. California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
n this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

r-feLO



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-51

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control cf its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a dean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over haif a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work witn their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16,2011

The Honorable 3ernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Lcs Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
egislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe methoa for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership tc 
see that patients have the access that state law asus you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already nuge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

5incereiy, -i



December 16,2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-173? & 11-1/37-S1

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Lcs Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, piease seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of Irrigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine cn the streets. The City of Lcs Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban med'eal cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16,2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The L.OS Argeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent cojrt decisions sucn as the Pack Case, rt is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you tc enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are iii would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeies might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membersnip tc 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannaois 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick ana dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles Citv Council 
200 Noith Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SJ

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been abound for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these o'der facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonab:e regulations

Sincerely> i



Decemoer 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKs 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I wojld ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced tc seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying ratner than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



Decemoer 16, 2011

The Honoraole Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles C'ty Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical CannaDis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your m-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seeK their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen-

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes tne medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all med'cal cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
f



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possiole to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your m-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result In an ava'anche of lit,gation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles m.ght lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonaole regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11 -1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a Dan would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The co'lective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannab.s 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to Dan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

i

Sincerely,



Decemoer 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Ange'es City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles. California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a b^ri. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been arcuna for over half a decade. They arc quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

\
If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work witn their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies Citv Council 
200 North Spnng Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical CannaDis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Piease aoandon your motions to oan medicai cannaDis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible tc write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of los Angeles, I would ask you tc enact reasonable regulations, rather that, 
institute 3 oan. If your in-house attorneys maintain tnat this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simpiy instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeies might lose control of its 
legislat on if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes tne medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for paoents to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their mempership.

If you enact sensible regulat ons, these oider facilities can continue to work with their memoersnip to 
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simpiy creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes tne 
sick and dying rather trian helping them.

Please aoandon any plans to pan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulat,ons.

Sincerely,



December 16. 2011

The HonoraDle Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medicai CannaDis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen;

Please aoanaon your motions to ban medical cannaDis collectives and coooeiatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of tne City of los Angeles, I would ssk you tc enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a Dan If your in-house attorneys maintain tnat this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a Dan would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
he forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical mariiuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe metnod tor patients to acquire tnei> medicine. The older 
collectives have been around tor over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to orovice safe access to medicinal cannabis tor their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these oider facilities can continue to work with their membership tc 
see tnat patients have tne access that state law asks you to provide. If you Dan all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simp.y creating a situation that feeds an already huge Diack market, and punishes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sinceiely,

T



December 16, 2011

Tne honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
20C North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90C12

Re: Your Motions to ban Medical Cannapis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to pan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions sucn as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
a voting citizen of the City of los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a oan. if your in-nouse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, piease seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simpiy instituting a oan wouid result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of los Angeles rrvght lose controi of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and init.ative re-writes the medicai marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have oeen around for over haif a decade. Tney are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue tc work with their membership tc 
see that patients have tne access that state law asks you to provide If you oan all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeos an already huge black marKet and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to nan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be foi ced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
co'lectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work witn their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a oan. If ycur in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincere1'/,

/



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of tne City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your m-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a Dan would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannaois 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11- 1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives ana cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a oan would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill wouid 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a votei referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The Glder 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state iaw asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

Juid'A jl'd,'Ma/l



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't De done, please seek ouiside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
Tne Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a oan would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sicK and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re- Vour Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as tne Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matte-.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law aoiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medxinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16. 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, piease seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
pe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible tc write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Lcs Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law aoiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
egislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients tc acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rathe- than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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